We wanted to build communities by creating a calming, collaborative and inviting space where both students and staff can work, socialise, and grab coffee and snacks. The space is full of natural textures, neutral tones, comfortable seating, and sympathetic lighting to create a relaxed atmosphere – perfect for a mindful moment over a morning cup of coffee or a dedicated day of deadline busting. Soothing for the sole.
Before Makeover

1940’s style panelled wall, drab & dark

Linear refectory tables
Transformed Space

Light, Bright and Airy

Hotel style buffet island
Upcycling Re-Imagined

Nature centric, natural materials & plants. Tables re-covered rather than discarded.

Pre-loved items such as Covid-19 sneeze screens made into room dividers and use of 2nd hand furniture throughout.
Live Cooking Station

Healthy Food & Healthy Planet

The new servery incorporates a live cooking station